IN THE MATTER OF:

CONTESTED CASE HEARING: RE CONSERVATION DISTRICT USE APPLICATION (CDUA) HA-3568 FOR THE THIRTY METER TELESCOPE AT THE MAUNA KEA SCIENCE RESERVE, KA’OHE MAUKA, HAMAKUA DISTRICT ISLAND OF HAWAII, TMK (3) 4-4-015: 009

CASE NO. BLNR-CC-16-002

Motion for no can come; Working until the 18th or 20th of November 2016,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

HEARINGS OFFICER; JUDGE RIKI MAY AMANO (RET)

MOTION FOR NO CAN COME;
WORKING UNTIL THE 18TH OR 20TH OF NOVEMBER 2016

COMES NOW Kalikolehua Kanaele native practitioner and owner of Mauna Kea according to the 1840 Hawaiian Constitution: As asked by Hearings Officer Riki Amano to inform Michael Cain of any time we cannot make the Hearings and filled out form of my schedule with Michael Cain. I do not give up my cross examination of the non-owners and non-citizens of the Hawaiian Kingdom, alluding to ask to ask for more desecration of our sacred Mountain from BLNR/State of Hawaii also non-owners, holding our ownership of the Hawaiian Kingdom lands, by force and suppression of the true owner of the Hawaiian Kingdom. A Christian Nation such as United states odf American and Congress nor its so-called political subdivision State of Hawaii cannot steal from another Christian Nation called the Hawaiian Kingdom of the Family of Nations, without a Treaty. The continued suppression through force of intent of the United States and its Foreign sub-division protects the Traitors of the Hawaiian Kingdom. The “real property” of the Hawaiian Kingdom is under our feet and the metes and bounds of the Hawaiian Kingdom is designated in Leo-Fullard vs US.

________________________________________
Native Practitioner and Owner Kalikolehua Kanaele
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